Gaussian Blur
As Part of a Digital Workflow
By Lyall Bouchard

Shooting the photograph:
In general, certain types of photos lend themselves to a shallow depth of field. For
example, portraits are often most effective when just the subject or part of the subject is
sharply focused, and is separated from the background. Typically the eyes must be
sharp, everything else is optional. The same is true in nature photography, separating
the subject from its surroundings gives visual impact to the photo.
Of course the best way to accomplish this is by shooting with a large aperture. The
aperture of a lens is determined by a series of blades within the lens itself, which open or
close based on the f-stop selected by the photographer. If we want a narrow depth of
field, we leave the aperture “open”, using a small f-stop such as F4.
Conversely, if we are shooting a landscape and want the whole scene to be sharply
focused, we would chose a small aperture (large f-stop number like F16) to obtain the
maximum depth of field.

Ensure your camera is steady as you take the photo, either with a tripod or by using
good handheld techniques. Squeeze the shutter, don’t jab it. We want smooth blur in
our backgrounds, not motion blur throughout the photo.

Post-processing workflow:
I virtually always shoot RAW files, to allow me the most latitude in processing the
image. I open the RAW image in Adobe Camera Raw and make the adjustments as
shown below. When I am satisfied with the settings, I open the image in Photoshop.
Power Tip: newer versions of ACR are much more powerful and much of the image
editing can be done before the file is ever opened in Photoshop. When you have the raw
file ready to open in Photoshop, use Shift Open to open the photo as a “smart object”.
That way you can make adjustments to your RAW settings after you’ve made other edits
within Photoshop.

One of our goals in post-processing should be non-destructive editing. This means that
the original pixels should be left unedited, with the edits being made in adjustment
layers as shown below. Adjustment layers modify the appearance of the pixels, without
changing them. In this way, you can always go back and make changes to the layers
whereas if you had modified the background layer you’d have to start over.

Use as many adjustment layers as you need to enhance the photo to your satisfaction.
The layers palette is shown in the bottom right corner of the screen shot below.

At this point, I have adjusted the photo, but haven’t done anything to enhance the
subject. The screen shot below shows a portion of the photo at 100% magnification.
Note that the warbler is not particularly sharp at this point, and the background shows
some digital noise, especially in the dark areas.

Sharpening the whole photo at this point will improve the feather detail of the warbler,
but will also make the digital noise even more apparent. To avoid this, I select only the
area to be sharpened.

There are many ways to make selections in Photoshop, and different methods work
better in certain situations. One method I often use is Quick Mask. Simply hit the Q key
to enter Quick Mask. Then hit the B key to get the Brush tool, use the [ ] keys to make
the brush bigger or smaller, and simply paint over the area you want to sharpen. Hitting
the E key will select the Eraser tool, if you need to clean up an edge.
When you’re done, the image on the screen will look like the screen shot below. Hitting
the Q key again will change the red highlight to “marching ants”. On the “Select” menu,
choose “Inverse”.

Your screen will now look like the image below. On the menu bar, use “Select / Save
Selection” and name the area you’ve just created.

When you have saved your selection, it will appear in the “Channels” tab as shown in the
bottom right of the screenshot below. As you can see, it is simply a mask of the area we
selected, namely the warbler.

At this point in my workflow, I would save the photo as a PSD file. I save the adjustment
layers with the image so that I can make changes after if I change my mind about
something I’ve done.
When the image has been saved, I am ready to crop the photo to the dimensions and
resolution I want. The image should always be cropped before any sharpening is
applied.

Now it is time to put our selection to work. We will use it in two ways. First, we will
reload the selection, using the “Select / Load Selection” menu. Now, when we open the
sharpening dialogue, “Filter / Sharpen / Smart Sharpen”, we will only be applying the
sharpening to the area selected, namely the warbler. No other part of the photo will be
affected.

When the sharpening is complete, click on “Select / Inverse”, and the selection will now
include everything except the warbler. Notice the marching ants around the warbler
and the outside frame of the photo.
Now, we will select “Filter / Blur / Gaussian Blur” and adjust the Radius to taste.
Typically, .4 to .7 pixels is all that is required. We are just slightly throwing the
background out of focus. This reduces the appearance of noise in the background. But
more importantly, because the warbler has been sharpened, and the background
blurred, the image takes on a 3 dimensional look, and the subject pops off the screen.

Here again is the 100% magnification with the changes made. Notice the smoother
background, and sharpened feathers.

The post processing is now completed. I save the finished file as a TIF or a JPEG file.

The finished product:

